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Background

Prof. Dr. habil. Erwin Herzberger
Ass. Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Jens Heißler
Lecturer Dipl.-Ing. Volker Gebhard

 With the winter semester 2010 / 11 the
 Architecture and Urban Design Program
 of the German University in Cairo started.
 The Egyptian founding Dean is Prof. Dr.
 Tamer El Khorazaty, the German is Prof.
 Dr.- Ing. Helmut Bott.

 Together with my collegues Jens Heißler
 and Volker Gebhard I developed a
 teaching concept, that is based on the
 one hand, on the experience out of the
“Fakultät für Architektur und Stadtpla-
 nung”  at the university of Stuttgart, on the
 other hand we received the possibility to
formulate own teaching objectives.
Especially in the courses `Freehand draw-

 ing and modeling` in the first semester
and the `Visual design` course in the sec-
 ond semester we tried to introduce one
 main didactic aim as an overall teaching
 concept. We started with simple exercises
 and increased the complexity step by
 step. Moreover, it was important for us,
 to connect the contents of the drawing,
 modeling and design exercises to avoid
 talking about this closely related content
separated. Even the `Descriptive Geom-
 etry` course, taught by Volker Gebhard,
 was included in that context. Seen from
 this point of view, the background at the
 GUC was perfect, because we started
 without making any compromises.

 The main aim in the first year was, to
 teach the students the relationship
 between ‘image - form - space` to get a
 consciousness about graphical, as well
 as sculptural and spatial correlations. The
 students learned to analyze and design
on these different levels.

Therefore, we wanted to establish a holis-
 tic method, which can be used to become
 familiar with artworks like graphical works,
paintings, sculptures and finally architec-
 ture. It was always very important for us
 to reconnect the two- dimensional with the
 three- dimensional media, to elaborate
 the influences of drawings and models on
 each other.

The first Semester started with an intro-
 ductory course with Barbara Pampe over
 two weeks. We did two urban walks. In a
 second exercise we did a bridge building
 workshop. Finally, we visited a building
site.

 In the course `Freehand drawing and
 modeling` we started with an exercise
 called `graphic structures` to show the
 possibility to draw with different qualities
 of lines and hatching techniques. In a next
 step we started to draw objects, referring
 to the criteria dimension, arrangement of
   an object, direction and surface.

 In elaborating the topic `still life` we
 introduce a spatial arrangement on a
 stage like situation to discuss their formal
qualities as big - small, foreground- back-
 ground, straight- skew etc.. Another aim
 in doing this exercise is to practise how
 to draw a perspective as a preparation
 for the architectural drawing exercises
 in the city of Cairo. Drawing in an urban
 situation need several skills. At first the
 student have to be able to recognize the
 spatial situation. In a second step, they
 choose a sample image to reduce the rich
 impressions. In a third step, they transfer
 the seen situation on paper.
 With the help of the Teaching Assistants
 Salma El Mously, Mennatallah Tawfik,
 Youhansen Mohamed, Sara Fouad,
 Salma El Sherbiny and Abla El Bahrawy,
the student learnt a lot.

 In the section `modeling` the students
 get to know the basics of composition
exercises:

 Direction, dimension, distance, symmetry
and mono and polycentric pondaration.

 Starting with intuitive arrangements of
 lines, the given criteria of composition are
 expressed in a performance. Later on,
 these arrangements are transferred into
 drawings with a geometrical order. In a
next step these two- dimensional draw-
ings are changed into a three- dimension-
 al relief. Finally the students molded in
 the end of the first semester models with
 the help of the modeling workshop with
 Thomas Grossmann and Marianne Böhm
 from the Faculty of Applied Sciences and
 Art, to get to know the consequences of a
 change in used media.
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Preface

ass. Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Barbara Pampe
ass. Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Jens Heissler

 The architecture and urban design
program started with a two-week introduc-
 tory course to give the students a brief
 overview of the language, the tools and
 different aspects of an architect and urban
planner such as drawings and models.

 Furthermore, it helped the students to
 become acquainted and to incite their
 team-working skills since this is viable
 for their personal forthcoming throughout
their studies.

 The introduction weeks contained three
parts:

 Part 1
Urban walk
 Perception of different locations in the city
of Cairo and visualization of the recog-
nized main characteristics

 Part 2
Construction and design
Designing and building a bridge

Part 3
Visiting a building site
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Part 1 - Urban walk

While walking, the students ‘drew’ a sec-
tion through the city of Cairo and docu-
mented their perception of the character-
 istics of the different locations.
 The students experienced the different
 parts of the inner city of Cairo on site with
all their senses and transferred the opti-
 cal, acoustical, tactile, motion- based and
equilibrium-based perceptions into draw-
ings, models, collage of pictures etc.

 15 students formed one group. Each
 group chose an area. At the end of the
 first week the results were assembled.
 Each group presented its work to the
 other students. Thus, all students got an
 impression of the different areas and the
 perception of their colleagues.
 The educational goal of the task `urban
walk` was to develop a sensibility con-

 cerning different qualities of the areas in
 the city and to develop the ability to
perceive aspects like:

 - Is the path divided into distinguishable
sections?

 - Which atmosphere prevails and how is it
generated?

 - What activities do people do in this
  area? And what
  about the social conditions?
- What about functional aspects as hous-

  ing, traffic,
  spaces of work, spaces for children...
 - What about the heights of buildings, the
 distances in between, the density, the
ages of buildings...

 - Are there some squares, where one can
   sit down,
  where people can meet?

 Finally the students had to choose a
 couple of persons to present the results to
 the others.
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Urban walk_ A

Dokki - Zamalek - Downtown
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Presentation urban walk 1_Dokki-Zamalek
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Urban walk_ B

 Bab al Futuh -
 Bab Zuweila -
Sultan Hassan Mosque
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Presentation urban walk 2_Islamic Cairo
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Impressions of the presentation
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Part 2 - Construction and design
 
 The aim of this experimental construction
 workshop was to introduce the students
 to the aspects of structure, construction,
 design and of material handling. The task
 is to construct a `bridge`.

 The students experimented on the one
hand with the instruments, such as ana-

 lytical drawings an prototype models to
 invent a constructive and aesthetical idea
 of a bridge, and on the other hand with
 the material itself.

 The approach of trial and error with the
 material taught the students constructive
 properties of the given material. Beyond
 constructive characteristics the students
had to discuss the appearance of the cho-
 sen constructive structure as a perceptual
 object.

 They worked in groups of approximately
 15 students. Each group defined a group
 `manager` who was responsible for the
 coordination of the group. The task was
 to construct a `bridge` to span 2.10m
 only with the given materials. It was not
 allowed to stick, to tape or to nail. The
 construction should carry one person
crossing the `bridge`.

 Every group had to construct their bridge
 in a scale 1:1. At the end of the workshop
 each group presented its project to the
other students. Therefore it was neces-

 sary to document the working process
 and the final project with pictures, movies,
 drawings an prototype models.

The given materials:
10 2m long wood laths per group
The given joining material:
cord (lash)
Tools:

 a saw, drilling machine

“Baukohandbuch”; Cheret, Peter; Stuttgart 2008; p.176
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Documentation of the working process
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Presentation of the results
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Freehand Drawing and Modelling / Visual Design
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Erwin Herzberger
Ass. Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Jens Heissler

Graphic structures / graphic tech-
niques

 Description:
As an introduction to the semester, dif-

 ferent graphical structures are drawn in
 rectangular frames. In the first structures,
 horizontal and vertical lines have to be
 set parallel to each other at the same
 distance. It should be a homogeneous
 structure.
 The next step is a variation of distance
 of the horizontal and vertical lines. By
 a more precise definition, the distance
 variation is produced as a compression
 process which is expressed with the
 horizontal lines at the top and bottom of
 the frame, vertical lines at the left and the
right edges. A further increase in complex-

 ity is the superposition of the horizontal
 and vertical lines.
 The compression and the superposition
 processes are combined.
  The next step is adding diagonals in two
 directions.
These graphic structures are all ex-

 pressed by homogeneous, straight lines.
 A further increase in complexity is the
 implementation of a gesture line. As a
 final exercise in gesture falling and rising
 lines are drawn.

 Didactic aim:
The main didactic aim is, to draw with dif-
 ferent line styles. After this basic training,
 the students are able to use different lines
for drawing different objects with a differ-
ent material.

 Methodology:
 Unique graphic structures are drawn in
 the middle of an A4 sheet, placed in a 5
 x 10cm frame. It is important to ensure
graphic accuracy.

Freehand Drawing and Modelling / Visual Design
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Drawing objects

Description:
 With two interconnected exercises the students
 trained their freehand drawing skills for the first
 time. The object of the first step was a chair.
 While drawing a chair the student had to get
conscious about the directions and dimen-
 sions of the object in the surrounding space.
 In the second exercise, drawing boxes that
 were placed one over the other, the students
 continue to develop the ability to draw objects
in space.

Didactic aim:
 With the chosen objects, the chair and the
 boxes, the students started to be aware of what
 they see in the surrounding space. To describe
 the process more detailed, we can say, that
 at first the student has to watch carefully what
 he wants to draw. He has to become aware
 of the main directions of the objects and the
relation of the object with the space surround-

 ing. Furthermore the drawer has to clarify the
 dimensions of the object and finally the student
 has to deal with the question of the distance in
 between the object and the space boundary.

Methodology:
 One method of learning to draw objects is to
 measure the length of every contour line with
 the pencil. That means, you have to close one
 eye and merge one end of the object with the
 tip of the pencil. To fix the length of the contour
line of the object you can fix the point with a fin-
 ger on the pencil. This measured distance can
 be transferred to the drawing paper. The most
 important fact is, that the student should avoid
 a change of the view point and the positioning
 of his arm. Otherwise these slightly changes
 evoke different proportions on the paper and
 the drawing is not readable anymore.
 To fix a certain angle, the student can use the
 pencil too. Imagine that the object and the
 surrounding space is flattened to a so called
 image plane. In relation to that image plane
 the drawer can rotate the pencil to fix the skew
 angle of a certain contour line. This measured
 position of the pencil he can transfer on the
drawing paper.
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Still life

Description:
 On a chair, previously drawn in the for-
 mer exercise, five items are placed:
 - a book
 - a ruler
 - a glass
 - a bottle
 - a piece of clothing.

 The objects are placed on the chair
according to the following criteria:

 - Dimension
 - Direction.
- Distance

Didactic aim:
 The students have to decide, how to
place the five items on the chair. This pro-

 cess is dicussed as a first compositional
 decision.  Due to the different physical
 properties (materials) of the items, the
 students have to choose an applicable
 line style, trained in the exercise “graphic
structure, graphic techniques”.

 
Methodology:
Distributing the objects on a chair. Draw-
ing them with a pencil on paper.
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Architectural drawing -  Islamic Cairo

 Description:
 At the beginning, it can be noted that  the
spatial and object-oriented drawing out-

 side of the studio, is significantly more
 difficult for untrained students, than
 drawing in the defined environment of
 the studio. Moreover, drawing has two
 factors that seem to be important. First,
 the student needs to have the technical
 capability to draw on the paper. Secondly,
 the ability to look consciously, select
 what to draw from the surroundings and
 transfer it into the planar dimension of the
 paper sheet.
 From these considerations, the drawing
process gives an opportunity to under-
 stand the drawing process on the one
 hand as a technical training and on the
 other hand as a school of watching the
 surrounding carefully. These two aspects
are represented in the Islamic Cairo train-

 ing.

 Didactic aim:
The main didactic aim of drawing archi-
tecture in islamic cairo is to train the abil-

 ity to select an urban situation out of the
 rich impressions of the city and transfer
 them into a correct architectural freehand
drawing. Therefore, a sense of abstrac-

 tion is needed. The drawings on the left
side show the first results of this compli-

 cated learning process.

 Methodology:
 Using the two techniques, described
 before in the exercise “Drawing objects”,
the students try to present filtered impres-
 sions of the city with pencil on paper.
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 Drawing the contour and ligth and
shadow with the example of cubes

 Description:
 On the basis of cubes with a side length
 of 9 cm two processes are distinguished.
 At first, the students draw the contour of
 an object. In a following step, they add
 shade and shadow onto the surface of the
object and the ground.

  Didactic aim:
 In adding shade and shadow to the
 surface of the object, the students learn
 to distinguish different illuminations and
 draw these differences in using certain
line  styles.

 Methodology:
 With the combination of contour lines and
 shading, the cubes are presented in their
 dimensions and show on their surfaces
  the exposed state of illumination.
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Walls” in a two-point perspective

 Description:
 The students a horitzontal line. After
 that, they fix two vanishing points on
 that horizon. From these two vanishing
 points, they draw several vanishing lines.
 Between these vanishing lines, they add
 vertical division lines. As a result, they
 receive a certain  composition of surfaces
 or walls.

 Didactic aim:
Based on this exercise, drawing a two-

 point perspective the students learn to
 draw objects and spatial constellations
precisely.

 
 Methodology:
 Construction of a two- point- perspective
by implementing vertical lines and its con-
 nection with the two vanishing points.
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Analysis of a building”

Description:
 The students build groups of two persons.
 Every group receives one building as a
chosen example, built by famous archi-
tects. The task is to analyze the build-
 ing in using the following “criteria of the
architectural design”:

1.        Masses, forming the building 
2.        Arrangement of the masses 
3.        Sculptural concept 
4.        Spatial concept  
5.        Circulation  
6.        Visual relationship 
7.        Interior organization 
8.        Light and color  
9.        Relief (interior, exterior) 
10.      Spatial Proportion   
 
 The first step of analyzing a building is to
 get to know the architect, his biography
 and in the end, his way of thinking about
 the project. So the first task is to write a
 biography of the architect and to collect
 informations of the building process of the
house.

 The second step is to describe the
 building, in analyzing it with the given 10
 criteria mentioned above. What about the
 body shell? The arrangement of the body
 shell? Is there a sculptural concept? Is
 there a spatial concept? What about the
 circulation inside the building? The visual
 relationships? Find out the way of the
 interior organization, the use of light and
 color. Analyze the relief of the facade and
 discuss the spatial proportions.
The third step is to analyze the build-
 ing graphically, that means by using the
 given drawing techniques, as analytical
 sketches, a human- eye perspective to
clarify the visual relationships and a func-
 tional diagram in a floor plan to show the
 arrangements of the functions inside the
building and concept sections.

Masses, forming the building 
    

Circulation, horizontal  
    

Light and color  
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Arrangement of the masses 
    

 Sculptural concept 
    

  Spatial concept  
    

Interior organization  
 

    

Relief, exterior 
    

Spatial Proportion   
    

Circulation, vertical
    

Relief, interior 
    

Visual relationship
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 The last step is to build an analytic mass
 model. For this model, the students have
 to abstract the masses of the building and
 to reduce the internal space boundaries
 to its minimum to show the organization of
 the building.

Didactic aim:
 The main didactical aim is, to train the
 students to have an analytical way of
 thinking about architectural objects and
 spaces. Therefore the students need to
 abstract the given building in using the ten
 predefined criteria.

Methodology:
 At the beginning of this process, we
 showed the students in a lecture a way of
 using so called ‘analytical sketches` and
 analytical models. With these techniques,
 the students analyzed the given buildings
 systematically. In a final presentation,
 they have to argument the ten criteria

Masses, forming the building 
    

Circulation  
    

Relief, exterior 
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Arrangement of the masses 
    

 Sculptural concept 
    

Visual relationship 
    

Interior organization  
    

Light and color  
    

Relief of the fassade  
    

Spatial Proportion   
    

Relief, interior 
    

Masses, forming the building 
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 Contour of the lecture hall

 Description:
 In a short time of 5 minutes, the contour
 of an interior architectural space is drawn.
 After 5 minutes, the position is varied.
Between each position are 10 steps.
 
 Didactic aim:
 Students learn to detect the contour of
 an architectural and spatial constellation
 under time pressure. Thus, the spatial
constellation and the spontaneous draw-
 ing transmission is presented on paper.

 Methodology:
 In using the method of measuring the
 distances and directions of the contour
 lines, the students train their spontaneous
drawing abilities.
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 From the ‘line’ to ‘spatialization’

 In the second semester, the relation
 between graphic, sculptural and spatial
 perception is exercised. During the end
 of the semester we focused on the topic
 spatialization. Because architects should
 be able to work with `space`, we handed
 out the task to design an object on which
one can walk. This task should be a pre-
 liminary stage to architecture.

 The method, introduced in the first
semester, in starting with lines, is contin-
 ued by a spatial relief in using two main
factors of influence: addition and subtrac-
 tion. The number of the relevant factors of
influence is increased from three to eight:

Direction - Dimension - Distance - Meas-
 uring - Dividing - Moving - Hollowing -
 Shrinking.

 Included are all processes starting from
the two- dimensional to the three- dimen-
 sional relations = drawing and modeling.
 We don`t describe these processes in
using the expressions `two- and three- di-
mensional design` to avoid an early spe-
 cialization in `Sketchers` and `Sculptors.`
 This would be a wrong thinking about the
 design process, because in this process

 the two media are deeply connected. As a
consequence of this, we are able to per-
 form at the GUC a didactic model, which
 refers to the reality of design processes.

 As study objects we use the shaping and
 spatial concepts of de Stijl, Chillida, Frank
 Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, Gwathway,
 Richard Meier, Alvaro Siza and Peter
 Zumthor. For the topic composition
 we use the concepts of Johann Jakob
 Elsheimer, Evaristo Bascenis, Wassiliy
 Kandinsky, Edouard Manet and Oteiza.

 The base of our composition exercises
 is a cube, that is divided in using musical
 proportions (Pythagoras). The divided
 masses are moved along the dividing
 lines. This is a first step in the process
 of spatialization. Even the measurement
 of the movement of the masses has to
 be defined proportionally. In the final
 exercise, the masses are shrinked and
 hollowed. In using these processes, we
 created interior spaces and spaces in
between.

 

 Furthermore, the correlation between
 visual relationships and the spatial scene
is examined using different lighting tech-
 niques.

In the course `Introduction into architec-
 tural design` taught by ass. Prof. Rowaida
 Rashed and Dipl.- Ing.  Volker Gebhard,
 the experiences of these composition
exercises are practised in a first archi-
 tectural design project. With this didactic
 method, we are able to interconnect all
 design courses.
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 Composition with lines - intuitive

Description:
 Every student received an A4 sheet of
 paper with a centered frame out of black
 ink. At first the students are asked to
 place one black horizontal or vertical line.
 After drawing the black line, the paper
 was handed to the neighbor. He gave
 an answer to the first line with a second
 horizontal or vertical line. In a second step
 the process was repeated with skew lines.
 There were no restrictions on drawing at
 first horizontal or vertical and after that
 skew lines inside the frame.

Didactic aim:
 In a defined frame two students made
 their first compositional decision in using
the same criteria. Moreover, the first stu-
 dent started the process and the second
  student answered this first statement.

Methodology:
 Two students are working on one object
to start a process, called composition.
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Organigramm Auswertung Kompositionsübung WS 10/11 Linien

Organization chart `compositioning with lines` WS10/11

Linie
line

Parallele 
Linien;
lines side 
by side

horizontal
parallel

vertikal
parallel

neben-
einander;
side by side

gegeneinander;
against each other 

Diagonale
diagonal

Annäherung
approach

horizontale/
vertikale Richtung
horizontal/ vertical
direction

Kreuzung,
Durchdringung;
overlaying,
intersection

Berührung;
touching

zeigen,
gerichtet auf
pointing

Annäherung
approach

Spitze zu 
Spitze;
vertex to 
vertex

Spitze zu 
Seite;
vertex to 
face

von links 
auf Vertikale;
from the left 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von rechts
auf Vertikale;
form the right 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von oben 
auf Horizontale;
from above 
to the horizontal

von unten 
auf Horizontale;
from below
to the horizontal

Symmetrie
symmetric

parallele
Diagonalen;
parallel
diagonal

vertikale
Spiegelachse;
vertical 
mirror line

horizontale 
Spiegelachse;
horizontal
mirror line

neben-
einander;
side by 
side

aneinander 
vorbei;
adjent and 
shifted

Typ/ Type

Richtung/ direction

Beziehung/ relation

Modus der Beziehung/ mode of relation

zeigen,
gerichtet auf
pointing

von links 
auf Vertikale;
from the left 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von rechts
auf Vertikale;
form the right 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von oben 
auf Horizontale;
from above 
to the horizontal

von unten 
auf Horizontale;
from below
to the horizontal

Berührung;
touching

Spitze zu 
Spitze;
vertex to 
vertex

Spitze zu 
Seite;
vertex to 
face

Kreuzung,
Durchdringung;
overlaying,
intersection

aneinander 
vorbei;
adjent and 
shifted
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  Drawing the feet of the figure

 Description:
 The students stand in a rectangle. The
 result is an indoor range of about 6x12.
 Some students are asked to move in that
 rectangle. After a short time they had
 to stop the movement immediatly. The
 students, forming the rectangular, watch
the position of the feet of the experiemen-

 tee inside the frame and document these
 position in a top view as you can see in
  below scheme.

Didactic aim:
 This experiment shows the relation
 between the exercise “composition with
 lines- intuituve” on a graphical level and
 the movement of persons in a rectangular
 space. In the moment, the students stopp
 the movement, there is a defined direction
 of the feet to the rectangular boundary.
 This direction is similar to the direction of
 the black lines on the graphical level.

 Methodology:
 Referencing the physical experience with
 the design exercise. Understanding the
relationships between the built environ-

 ment and the perception of the user.

Organigramm Auswertung Kompositionsübung WS 10/11 Linien

Organization chart `compositioning with lines` WS10/11

Linie
line

Parallele 
Linien;
lines side 
by side

horizontal
parallel

vertikal
parallel

neben-
einander;
side by side

gegeneinander;
against each other 

Diagonale
diagonal

Annäherung
approach

horizontale/
vertikale Richtung
horizontal/ vertical
direction

Kreuzung,
Durchdringung;
overlaying,
intersection

Berührung;
touching

zeigen,
gerichtet auf
pointing

Annäherung
approach

Spitze zu 
Spitze;
vertex to 
vertex

Spitze zu 
Seite;
vertex to 
face

von links 
auf Vertikale;
from the left 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von rechts
auf Vertikale;
form the right 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von oben 
auf Horizontale;
from above 
to the horizontal

von unten 
auf Horizontale;
from below
to the horizontal

Symmetrie
symmetric

parallele
Diagonalen;
parallel
diagonal

vertikale
Spiegelachse;
vertical 
mirror line

horizontale 
Spiegelachse;
horizontal
mirror line

neben-
einander;
side by 
side

aneinander 
vorbei;
adjent and 
shifted

Typ/ Type

Richtung/ direction

Beziehung/ relation

Modus der Beziehung/ mode of relation

zeigen,
gerichtet auf
pointing

von links 
auf Vertikale;
from the left 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von rechts
auf Vertikale;
form the right 
hand side 
pointing to 
the vertical

von oben 
auf Horizontale;
from above 
to the horizontal

von unten 
auf Horizontale;
from below
to the horizontal

Berührung;
touching

Spitze zu 
Spitze;
vertex to 
vertex

Spitze zu 
Seite;
vertex to 
face

Kreuzung,
Durchdringung;
overlaying,
intersection

aneinander 
vorbei;
adjent and 
shifted
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 Composition through dividing and
 measuring

 Description:
 Given is an A3 format with a central frame
of A4 size. Through dividing and measur-

 ing with lines demarcated areas can be
 created. By hatching the received areas,
 first compositional structure are drawn
 on a two-dimensional plane. “Dimension,
 direction and distance” for discussion are
 the factors influencing the wing surfaces
 between a number of 5 - to 6 faces limited
in horizontal or vertical direction. The im-
 plementation of 1-2 diagonals increases
 in the next step which is the degree of
 complexity.

Didactic aim:
 With the help of the division system and
 the three factors “dimension, direction and
distance”, first experiences of a composi-
 tion process are discussed.

 Methodology:
 With this type of exercise, a combination
 of analytical and intuitive processes are
implemented.
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Paper Relief
 
 Description:
 The students cut along the black bars.
 After cutting, they fold the cut black lines
 upwards and downwards. The result is a
 relief out of paper; a first step into a three
 dimensional object. This object is shown
in a two- point- perspective.

 Didactic aim:
The main aim is to transfer a two- dimen-
 sional drawing into a three- dimensional
relief in using the same criteria.

 
 Methodology:
cutting, folding and drawing the perspec-
tive
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 Extrusion model - a working model out
 of foam

 Description:
 The folded areas of the paper reliefs are
 extruded upwards and downwards. The
 upward extrusion forms masses and the
 downward extrusion forms spaces in
 between.
  
 Didactic aim:
 In using the results of the paper relief to
extrude aupwards or downwards, the stu-
 dents become aware of the difference of a
 two- dimensional surface with the content
 “a” and a three- dimensional relief with the
 content “a”, transferred into a built object
with masses and spaces in between.
 
 Methodology:
 Extrusion of the cut areas of the paper
relief in an upward or downward direction.
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 Negative model out of foam

 Description:
The next step from a drawing to a ho-
 mogeneous relief is, to differentiate the
 spaces in between from the former black
 bars. with this process of differentiation,
 the former base is tranferred into a varied
 constellation of different levels in between
 the extruded parts. To receive the final
 model out of one homogeneous material,
 this model has to be filled with plaster.

 Didactic aim:
 Through the enhanced differentiation of
the intermediate areas between the mass-
 es, the space in between is discussed.
 The ratio of mass to space becomes the
 focus of the discussion.
 The students learn to think about the
 connection between space and its built
 boundary. In the negative model, they
 materialize the boundary of the space and
 the space is visible in between. After the
 molding procedure, the former space is
 materialized as one mass and the former
space boundary is lost: becomes invisible.

Methodology:
measuring, cutting and gluing.
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 Perspective of the extrusion model
with light and shadow

 Description:
The student imagines that he is stand-
 ing insade the spatial constellation. He
 picks a particular point of view and draws
a perspective of this spatial constella-
 tion. It is important to draw a human eye
 perspective.

 Didactic aim:
 By drawing a human eye perspective,
 the students train from the beginning on
 to plan spatial constellation out of the
perspective of the user.
 
Methodology:
 Choosing a virtual position within the
 model, fixing a main viewing direction and
 drawing the constellation out of a human
 eye perspective.
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 Gypsum model, photographic
 documentation

A cooperation with the modeling work-
shop of the Faculty of applied scienc-
es and arts under the supervision of
Thomas Grossmann and
Marianne Boehm

 Description:
 In a workshop the negative models
 are filled with plaster. After drying, the
 foam has been removed. The result
 is one homogeneous model out of
 gypsum.

 Didactic objective:
 The ability to realize the relationship
 between positive and negative forms
 is trained. Furthermore, the process
 of working with plaster as an example
 of working with a casting material is
 examined.

Methodology:
 To construct a negative model, wrap
 around tape to support the model as
 a kind of fixation. Casting process
removing th foam.
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 Study model - dimension, direction,
distance

Description:
 The students had to build a spatial
 constellation out of to given strips of
 foam on a black provided platform.
 Inside this spatial constellation they
 had to fix three main interesting view
 points. The shown solutions point out
  the variety of possibilities to compose
 spatial constellations in using the
 given three design criteria.

Didactic objective:
 Within this short time study model-
 making process the students train to
 use just the given criteria to create
 spatial constellations. They had to
 stick to the given materials and the
 given criteria and had to discuss the
outcome in argumenting the dimen-
sions, the directions and  the distanc-
 es of the space in between the spatial
  boundaries.

Methodology:
 In three hours the student had to
 build the foam model and to explore
 the spaces in between as described
 above. In comparing the various
 results, they get to know, that every
 single object is unique, despite the
 fact that they have all worked on the
 same criteria.
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Visual balance - Chillida

Description:
 The students have to look at a given
 paper of a famous artist. Actually the
 black parts were connected together. We
 erased these connections.
 The task of the students is to recombine
 the given parts together again out of their
 imagination.
 While reconnecting, they have to have the
 aim to achieve a so called `Composition`
 which is directed and dimensioned in a
 balanced way.

Didactic objective:
 The aim is to discuss the topic `visual
 balance` without using a symmetrical
 order. To reach this goal, it is necessary to
reconnect the given object as a composi-

 tion.

Methodology:
 We took a sketch from the artist Chiilida
 and erased the major part in the middle
 in the way, that the former object was
 divided into five parts. Please have a look
 at the drawing on the top of the left page.
 The students had to reconnect the parts
into one object.
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  Measuring - dividing - moving - 
composing
 
Description:
We are continuing the logic of the last se-
 mester in using the basic criteria distance,
 dimension and direction. Furthermore we
add the criteria measuring, dividing, mov-
 ing and composing. The result of these
 processes should be a whole composed
 object. We divide this process into three
 steps.

Step 1:
 The students choose a cuboid with the
 proportions a:b:c. That means, that the
proportions of each face should be dif-
 ferent. They have to decide, wether the
 object should be standing or lying. At first,
 they choose one elevation and divide this
 elevation with orthogonal lines with the
 proportions 1:2, 1:3 or 1:4. Skew lines
 and symmetry are forbidden. This process
 has to be implemented on the other
elevations of the cuboid.

 Step 2:
 The students turn the cuboid around with
 45° and continue the idea of the dividing
 lines in connecting them over the edges
of the cuboid.
 Furthermore they are asked to sketch the
 process of connecting the five views in
 one final drawing. They continue with the
 turning process and draw the sequences.
The drawing process should be under-
stood as a graphic composition.

Step 3:
 On the basis of Step 1 and Step 2 they
 build a model that respects the mentioned
 criteria. The students have to cut the
 cuboid along the dividing lines of each
 elevation. The divided parts of the cuboid
should be moved. The result of the mov-
 ing process is a relief.
 The students should define theintensity of
 the moving process on their own.
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 Through moving, the object consists of
 smaller or bigger gaps in between the
 volumes, at least a spatial composition.
 The created openings in between the
volumes can also be interpreted as open-
 ings of light. The aim of this plastic object,
 is to reach a preliminary concept stage to
architecture.

Didactic aim:
 At the beginning of the year, we started
 with graphic compositions. By cutting in
the paper, we received a first three dimen-
 sional object, that discusses the given
 criteria distance, dimension and direction.
 In a next step we build an extrusion
 model to transform the graphics in a fixed
 three dimensional constellation, which
 describes masses and spaces in between
 the masses. Furthermore, we shifted the
spaces in between to distinguish the for-
 mer base. Finally we reached the state of
 a three dimensional relief out of gypsum.
 These three steps in this exercise
 changed the relief into a so called spatial
 sculpture.
 This process as a whole to transform
 a graphic composition into a spatial
 sculpture, is the main didactic aim of this
exercise.

Methodology:
 In using the given criteria “distance,
 dimension, direction and measuring,
 dividing, moving, composing, the students
 finally built the cuboid out of foam or white
 cardboard as a model. They cut along
 the former dividing lines to reorganize the
 cuboid into different volumes. In moving
 the volumes apart from each other, the
 object is transformed into a constellation
 consisting out of masses or volumes, on
 the one hand, and a defined space in
 between, on the other. The final state of
 this process is drawn in a perspective to
 explore  the illumination of the space in
between the volumes.

Examples of step 1
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Examples of step 2
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Examples of step 3
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 Examples of step 4 -
Moving
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Spatial Sculpture
 Moving - composing proportional -
spatializing

Description:

Step 4: moving - composing proportionally

 In the steps 1 - 3 the students created
 a cuboid with the proportions a: b: c.
 They divided the cuboid into a number of
 masses in using the proportional lines as
 cutting lines.
 In step 4 they have to move the masses
apart from each other. They fix three mo-
ments in the moving process and docu-
 ment these states in drawing two views
 on 45° showing the faces. The students
 choose one of the states to explore the
 nature of light in the space in between the
masses, in using a human eye perspec-
 tive with shade and shadow. The moving
 distance has to be proportional as well.

Step 5: Spatializing
In the last step of this process the stu-
 dents have to spatialize their composition.
 That means, that they have to go through
 the transition point between sculptural
 constellations and spatial constellations.
The result of step 4 is to receive a com-
 position of masses with defined spaces in
 between. In the current step they start to
 spatialize the masses as well. There are
 two ways of spatialization in our state of
 composition.
 The first possibility is to hollow out the
 masses and to open them partially, the
 second possibility is to shrink the masses
 to the space boundary itself. They have
 to continue the composition process in
 choosing one of these methods to create
a final spatial sculpture.
 As written in the headline, the criteria
 are moving - composing proportionally -
spatializing.

Didactic objective:
 All in all the students learn to transform a
graphic composition into a spatial sculp-

 ture as an integrated process.

Methodology:
 In using the two processes shrinking and/
 or hollowing the volumes out of step 1 has
 been transformed into a spatial sculpture.
 The volumes/ masses turn into spatial
 boundaries.
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Descriptive Geometry
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Descriptive Geometry

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Erwin Herzberger
Dipl.-Ing. Volker Gebhard
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“The Grid” - One Vanishing Point

 Description: Any grid can be constructed
 out of a vanishing point (H), the distance
 point (D) and the baseline. The task is, to
 construct a chessboard-like grid adding
 columns of cubes with the same height,
 width and depth, to choose a different
 horizontal line and distance point and
 repeat the two initial tasks, to construct a
 perspectively corrected grid with the help
 of a floor plan adding shad ing to the two
 initial tasks, but this time with different
 height, width and depth for the columns
 and finally to add an abstract figure out of
cubes.

Didactic aim:
The students learn to construct a per-
 spective with one vanishing point out of a
floor plan. The normal perspective is com-
 monly known due to the use of photo and
 video-cameras and therefore is already
 part of our life. The first three parameters
 for descriptive geometry: the horizon, line
of sight and viewing angle were intro-
duced in this task.

 Methodology: Fixing a standing point.
 Drawing a horizontal line. Drawing a cube
 on the horizontal line in an elevation. The
front elevation of the cube can be trans-
 ferred directly. To receive the elevation in
 the back of the cube, one has to draw two
 vanishing lines from the upper edges of
the front elevation to the vanishing point.
one receive two new points at the cross-
 ing points of the two vanishing lines and
 the horizontal line. These two new points
have to be projected vertically.
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  “The A & P” - Accuracy and Precision

Description:
 Perspective drawings with more than
 just one vanishing point, reflect reality
 much better, because we move our eyes
 and heads constantly. Adding shadows
 to any drawing, make them look more
 realistic and readable to everyone with out
 an architectural background. Follow ing
 tasks are given: - Construct a two- point
 perspective, so it looks like a street corner
 from a human eye perspective. Construct
 four rectangular shapes with the help of
 a three- point perspective bird-and worm-
 eyed. - Construct a grid based ornamental
tiling.

 Didactic aim/ Methodology: With this task,
 the students learn to construct drawings
 in using the technique of constructed
 perspectives: placing a horizontal line
 first as the central element of our visual
perception, fixing vanishing points, draw-
 ing vanishing lines and constructing the
  perspective itself. This task adds two
 vanishing point and shows that parallel
objects stay parallel.
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  “The Parallel Universe”
Parallel Projections

Description:
 Parallel projection methods are not only
used for sunlight and shadow construc-
tions, but also for architectural and techni-
 cal drawings. The difference to projection
 methods, working with vanishing points
 and lines, is the possibility to represent
 angles and lengths of the subject drawn.
The first step of the tasks, related to par-
 allel projection methods is, to draw a top
 view of the extrusion model with shadows.
 The sun`s position is fixed perfectly from
 south- west at an angle of exactly 30
 degrees.
 The second task is to draw the ground
plan, at least two elevations and two sec-
 tions of the extrusion model according to
 the rules of architectural drawings.
 Furthermore, the students construct a
 cavalier and a military perspective of the
 extrusion model.
 Finally, as step four, they construct an
 isometric view of the model with the help
of a given, so called iso- grid paper.

Didactic aim:
 In exercising to draw a top view with
 shadows, a cavalier and a military
 perspective plus an isometric view, the
 students are introduced in the parallel
 projection methods, that can be used to
represent an object three- dimension-
 ally. In drawing floor plans, sections and
elevations they get to know the connec-
 tion between a two- dimensional drawing
 and the possibility to construct a parallel
 projection with the base of a floor plan
and for example an elevation.

Methodology:
 From the beginning of their studies, the
students are asked to construct three- di-
 mensional drawings. With this knowledge,
 they learn to abstract three- dimensional
 drawings into two- dimensional plans, as

 floor plans, sections and elevations. This
 teaching method is based on a way of
thinking, that at the beginning of the stud-
 ies, the students should become sensitive
to their surroundings. These seen impres-

 sions are three- dimensional, spatial;
 technically spoken, perspectives. With
this connection to the daily life impres-
 sions, we start to work. In a second step,
 we introduce the architectural drawings.
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  Central Perspective

Description:
 The students draw a square (50mm) with
the midpoint, set to the absolute mid-
 point of a sheet of A3 paper. They draw
 a second square (20mm) in the perfect
 middle and add the resulting edges to
 get the picture of looking inside a cube.
 After that, they add shade and shadow or
 hatching and pass the piece of paper to
their neighbor.
 They repeat the fist step with a gap of
 4mm and shift the vanishing point to the
 right/ left/ top/ bottom of 4mm, too. They
 take care of the shading and the center
piece and try to copy the drawing/ shad-
 ing/ hatching- style of their neighbor. They
continue until they reach 35 squares.

Didactic aim:
 Due to the fact, that architecture and
urban design is nearly never a `solo- con-
cert` we exercise teamwork spirit.  Be-
 sides, the students repeat to draw ‘indoor
 perspectives`.

Methodology:
As written in the description, every stu-
 dent draws one indoor perspective and
passes the paper to his/ her neighbor.
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  Flip - Book

Description:
 The students have to draw 24 pictures.
 These pictures should tell a story, as if
one is moving through an imaginary build-
 ing.

Didactic aim:
In telling a story with many fallowing pic-
 tures, the students are not only introduced
 into the three dimensions of architectural
 space, but also in the fourth dimension,
 the time.

Methodology:
 drawing 24 perspective which are closely
 related to each other. Small changes from
one picture to the other evoke an imagi-
 nation of a movie-like presentation.
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Two-point-perspective as a teamwork

Description:
 The students construct a two- point
 perspective, so it looks like a street corner
 as a human eye perspective. The first
 student only draws the left part of the
 drawing. The second one completes the
drawing.

Didactic aim:
 The main didactic aim is again to teach
 the students teamwork spirit. In finishing
 a drawing of a collegue, they are asked to
 work on one result.

Methodology:
Drawing one half of a two point perspec-
 tive and pass it to the neighbor. He/ She
 has to finish it.
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  Isometric View of the negative model

Description:
 Explode your model with the drawing
 technique of an isometric view.

Didactic aim:
 With a so called isometric explosion one
 can show the single parts of the model
 and their relation to each other.

Methodology:
 Explode all parts in the direction of the
 projection.
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  Wooly Wallpainting

From sketch to presentation

 Based on existing drawings graphical
 structures and impossible spaces are
transferred to free wall surfaces. Verti-
 ces mark the position of geometrically
 necessary anchors drawing outlines of the
areas that are in effect a spatialized draw-
 ing. The surrounding architecture is used
 as a design element too and the resulting
 network is visible without distortion only
 from a single location. With the help of
 projection techniques, drawing pins and
 wool, in just two days, 17 site-specific
works were created.

 The aim is to illustrate basic processes in
 architectural design. From the sketch to a
 technical drawing from points to the body
 and especially group dynamics are also
part of this experiment as the personi-

 fication of the faculty and classrooms.
 Although in the end only the wall itself is
 presented a thought process has begun,
 which will not only help the students to
 draw, but also to manipulate space in a
creative way.
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  Cuboid composition 
Exam, regular

Description:
To finally achieve a composition of “crea-
tive cubes” by all the methods of per-
 spectives and parallel projections in the
 Descriptive Geometry course the students
 have to work in the following phases of
the exam:
 At first a so called freehand phase, in
 which the students have to draft/ sketch
 10- 12 cubes in various scales and points
 of view.
 In a second step. the students have to
 redraw the sketched cubes in using one
of the learned methods of three- dimen-
 sional drawings; for example a cavalier
perspective, an isometric view or eleva-
 tions, sections or a floor plan. Therefore
they choose 6 six sketches.
 In a third step they arrange their six
 chosen cubes. With the processes of
 `overlapping` and `intersecting` they
 reach their final outcome, a composition
 of cubes.

Didactic aim:
 The first aim is to test the knowledge of
 the students as usual. Furthermore they
 start to get into a creative process.

Methodology:
 Sketching cubes, constructing cubes,
 arranging the cubes in using `overlapping`
 and `intersecting`.
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  Exam, irregular

Description:
 To finally achieve a composition of “strips”
 described by the methods of planar views
 and parallel projections, the students
have to respect the following phases:
 At first the students fold the two strips
 and draw the single folding steps in a top
 view. In a second step they redraw  the
arrangement in a ground plan with shad-
 ows, a section and two views.
 As a third step, they are asked to draw
one parallel projection of the arrange-
ment.

Didactic aim:
 Out of two strips of foam, the students
 build up a spatial composition and train
 to draw it with the different architectural
drawing techniques.

Methodology:
 Folding strips of foam, drawing a top view
and a ground plan with shadows, a sec-
tion and two views.
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Architectural Drawing

    “I wish I was a plane”
 Urban scale

Description:
 The students are asked to define the
 route they daily take from their place of
 residence to the campus of the GUC.
 They show the different layers of land use
 on both sides of the route.
  After finishing this first task, the students
 draw their own place of residence with
 the surrounding buildings and roads as a
 solid and void map.

Didactic aim:
 In the architectural drawing course, the
 students get an overview of various
 technical drawing methods in different
 scales. At the beginning they start with a
 big scale and in following exercises they
 zoom in until a scale, in which they can
 show technical details. In this specific
 exercise they train to work on a scale
1:2000. They practise the process of ab-
 stracting the experienced urban situation
  into an architectural drawing in that scale.

Methodology:
Defining the route from your place of resi-
 dence to the GUC, become aware of the
 main elements they want to show beside
the street, drawing the plan.
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  100% Black

 Technical drawings of the exercise
“Building Analysis” (see page 30-33)

Description:
 The building analysis exercise damands
 for high quality architectural drawings.
 The students are asked to draw floor
 plans, sections and military projections.

Didactic aim:
 The interconnection between the building
 analysis exercise and this architectural
  drawing exercise is very didactically
 important, because the students become
 conscious about the relation between a
 sketch, an analytical sketch, a technical
 sketch and proper architectural drawing.

Methodology:
Redraw your analytical sketches in accu-
rate architectural drawing in using ink.
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Stairway to...

Survey of a stair

Description:
 As a first exercise in surveying, the
 students measure and draw a stair at
 their home. The submission includes the
 following requirements: floor plan. section
 and isometric view in a scale 1:20 and
 details (e.g. handrail, joints, construction)
in a scale 1:2.

Didactic aim:
 This small survey introduces the students
 to the needed skills for measuring an
architectural situation accurately and rep-
 resent the results and in scaled drawings.

Methodology:
 Choosing a stair, measuring the needed
parts, drawing them in a detailed architec-
tural drawing.
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Cuboidism²

Description:
 In the exercise “Spatial Sculpture” the
 students already moved and shifted the
 cuboids. By adding architectural elements
 like doors, windows, openings, balconies,
 outdoor stairs and so on, the abstract
figure of the cuboid is turned into an archi-
 tectural object.
 The different pars of the cuboid became
even more structured when adding mate-
  rial information, or subdivisions.

Didactic aim:
 The students use these elements to
 achieve a metamorphosis from a spatial
to an architectural sculpture.

Methodology:
 Drawing two adjacent elevations with
 shadows and surfaces representing tilings
 or material structures and with the help of
a floor plan the according 2- point- per-
 spective with a viewing angle of 55°.
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 Introduction into 
Architectural Design

FCC - Floating City Cairo

Dipl.- Ing. Volker Gebhard
Ass. Prof Dr. Roweida Rashed
Ass. Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Jens Heissler

To confront 1st year students with differ-
 ent situations, locations and materials
 when designing an architectural project
 from scratch helps to develop unique
 expressions. In this case everything they
 already learned is suddenly upside down.
 Building on the water needs a highly
 creative use of your tools and adaption
 of knowledge to a different situation.
 Especially the Nile as an important part
 of Cairo which is not used at all and the
 shore is not accessible can motivate the
 students to think differently about their
own city.

Summary:

 Imagine living in a “city” floating on the
 surface of the Nile…… Wouldn’t it be fun?
But what is a “Floating City”?

 It is a settlement and community built
 on floating platforms, which comprise a
variety of uses and activities. Each stu-
 dent received a complete master plan of
 the imaginary “Floating City” across from
 Maadi district to the south of Cairo, and
connecting to the so-called “Hippo Island”.

The master plan shows the main circu-
 lation pathways that are linked to the
western shore of the
 Nile, where a special parking area
 serves our community. It also shows 71
 numbered floating platforms arranged
 around secondary pathways and common
 “plazas”, leading to private and public
 harbors. The Floating City consists of
 mainly two parts. A residential area with
 housing platforms and facilities you won’t
 miss in your neighborhood. A semipublic
 space connects this area with a mixed
 use including a kindergarten, nursery
 but also ateliers and studios to the more
public and commercial part. Here are of-
 fices, a small hotel, restaurants and cafes,
a shopping area as well as other facili-

 ties situated. Each student was required
 to design one of the floating structures
shown on the master plan.

 One option for the final exams was to
design a suitable home for the new tourist
attraction on the Nile. A cute hippopota-
 mus family with father, mother, and one
 child are the residents on a small rocky
  island right next to the “Floating City”.
 Reachable via the Cobri Rialto and
 Scharia Mohammed El Rhino the “Hippo
 Island” consists of some paths, trees a
 house for displaying info graphics about
 the species, the history of the family itself
 and an  appropriate home to the needs of
the family.
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Building Construction
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Building Construction

Fundamentals of Building Technology    

Ass. Prof. Ahmed Atef

DEFINITIONS
Knowledge | International
Technology | Local

 The Science of „Building Construction“ can
be roughly expressed as the understand-

 ing of how the various materials, elements,
 components and systems of a building come
 together and how they should be compatible
and integrated with one another. This under-

 standing is always necessary during both the
 design and execution of a building.

This physical understanding, however, ena-
 bles one to build architecture but does not
 guarantee it, because the working knowledge
 of building construction is only one of several
critical factors in the execution of architecture.

 When we speak of architecture as an art of
building, we should consider conceptual sys-

 tems of order, in addition to the physical ones
of construction.

 
The definition, scale, proportion, and organi-
zation of interior spaces of a building

 
 The functional zoning of spaces of a building
according to purpose and use

 
 Horizontal and vertical paths of movement
through a building interior

 
 The physical imagery of a building: form,
space, light, color, texture, and pattern

 
Context: the building as an integrated compo-
nent within the natural and built environment
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The course introduces student to the princi-
ples and fundamentals of building construc-
 tion. Topics include the basic concepts of
 structural systems and foundations according
 to building loads and soil characteristics. In

 addition the course presents the basic
 unit of wall construction systems and
 clarifies the different methods of building
 insulation.

COURSE AIM
 The course aims to provide students
 with an initial theoretical knowledge and
 understanding of the principles of building
 construction in order to inform design
 decisions and to be able of preparing
construction or working drawings.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Students learn and understand the follow-

 ing topics;
 

   - Basic Concepts of structural Systems,
         Load distribution and behavior

through different elements of building
 

- Basic structural systems
- Different types of foundations
- Masonry Work  
- Basic unit of masonry work  
  - Building Insulation, different  

     methods of building insulation to fulfill
appropriate internal environmental condi-
tions
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Examples of students works
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Building Technology 1

 BASIC CONCEPTS OF STRUCTURAL
SYSTEMS
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Knowledge | International
Technology | Local
Discussion
Load distribution through structures
 Analysis and Evaluation of the structural
behaviour of buildings
 Mathematical and intuitive approaches for
structural Design

DEFINITIONS
 Structures have the main task, receiving
the forces acting on a building and trans-
mitting them, mostly around usable inter-
 nal spaces, from their point of application
 to other planed places or to a structurally
reliable soil layer under ground level.
 Evolution of Structure from force system
to built construction:
 Force system describes the  
 constructive task
Static system or structural sys-  
 tem has basic data for static calculations,
 however without determining materials to
be used (equilibrium of forces)

 Structural element is the member, of
which a structural assembly consists
 Structural assembly is the materialized
 structural system with basic dimensions of
axis, the whole structure and its com-
 ponents. In this stage the straight linear
 and planer elements of structural system
 will be equipped with suitable material
 strength (compressive strength, tensile
 strength, or bending rigidity) to perform
different structural functions.
 Structure or construction is the  •
detailed, ready-to build or already ex-
ecuted structure

 TYPES OF LOADS AFFECTING THE
BUILDING
In enclosing space for habitation, a build-
 ing’s structure must be able to support
two types o loads - static and dynamic.

STATIC LOADS are assumed to be con-
stant in nature and are of two main kinds:
DEAD LOADS are relatively fixed in char-
 acter (continuous) and include the weight
 of the building structure itself as well as
 the weight of permanent elements within
the building, such as walls and mechani-
cal equipment.

 LIVE LOADS are relatively unfixed or
 movable loads which may not be present
 all of the time and can be repeated, but
they would be gradually applied. They in-
 clude the weights of building’s occupants,
 movable partitions and furnishings, as
 well as snow loads on roofs. As live loads
 we can also classify all static stresses
caused by:
unequal settlement of the build-  
ing
horizontal ground pressure  
 thermal expansion & contraction  
of different building elements

 DYNAMIC LOADS can be applied to the
 structure suddenly and vary in magnitude,
duration, direction and point of applica-
tion.

 WIND LOADS can produce pressure
 or suction on a building’s wall and roof
 planes, depending on the geometry and
 orientation. The dynamic effects of wind
 on tall buildings are especially important
 (horizontal, uplift, fluttering, oscillation,
 galloping or resonance with wind vortex
shedding.....)

 SEISMIC LOADS result from sudden
 movement of the earth’s crust. They are
 multidirectional in nature and propagate
 in form of waves. These cause the earth’s

 surface and any building resting on it to
vibrate because of the tendency of build-
ing’s mass to remain at rest.

Resonance with strong shocks (hammer-
 ing of piled foundations), synchronized
footsteps or sound vibration

 A building’s structure must nevertheless
 be designed for all these possibilities.
 The expected live load requirements must
 be verified with the local building codes,
which typically provide equivalent distrib-
uted or concentrated loads for design pur-
 poses. These are based on the net effect
 of the maximum expected combination of
 forces to be produced by the intended use
 or expectancy.

STRUCTURAL FORCES
compression  
tension  
bending moment  
shear  
torsion  

CONDITIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM
 In the structural analysis of buildings, we
are concerned with the magnitude, direc-

 tion, and point of application of forces,
 and their resolution to produce the state
 of equilibrium. There are three necessary
 conditions for structural system to be in
 equilibrium:
The sum (Σ or sigma) of all verti-  
cal forces = 0

 The sum Σ of all horizontal  
forces = 0

 The sum Σ of all moments of  
forces about any point = 0

 Therefore, as each structural element
 is loaded, its supporting elements must
react with equal but opposite forces.

TYPES OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION
 Forces can be assumed to be applied in
 a uniformly distributed manner, as in case
 of live load on a floor or a wind load on a
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 wall. A force can also be a concentrated
 load, as when a beam bears on a post or
a column bears on its footing.

BENDING MOMENT
 Forces can be parallel and collinear
 (coaxial), as when a column supports a
 vertical load from above. They can also
 be parallel but not meet, as when a beam
 supports a load at its mid span. These
 parallel, non concurrent forces will tend to
 cause a rigid structural element to bend
 and deflect (sag), which must be resisted
 by the material’s internal strength.

 Any force will tend to cause a body to
 move in the direction of its line of action.
The force can also cause the body to ro-
 tate, if it does not pass through the body’s
 center of gravity (cg). The rotational effect
 of a force is called a moment. For each
 moment created by the forces acting on a
 structural element there must be an equal
but opposite resisting moment.

RESOLVING THE FORCES
 A number of concurrent forces, acting
 through a common point, can be resolved
 into a single resultant, which is equivalent
 to the several forces. In similar manner,
 an inclined force can be resolved into
vertical and horizontal components.

JOINTS AND CONNECTIONS

JOINTS
 Structural elements can be joined to each
other in three ways:
 Butt joints allow one of the  
 elements to be continuous and usually
 require a third mediating element to make
the connection.
 Overlapping joints allow all of the  
 connected elements to bypass each other
and be continuous across the joint.
 Molded and shaped joints;  
 Structural elements can also be molded

or shaped to form the connection.

CONNECTORS
 Point connectors (bolts) do not  
 resist rotation, unless distributed across a
large surface area.
 Line connectors (welding) resist  
rotation.
 Surface connectors (glue) resist  
rotation

SUPPORTING JOINTS
 Pinned joints theoretically allow  
rotation but no translation in any direction.
Fixed or rigid joints resist mo-  
 ments and forces in any direction and
 therefore do not allow any rotation or
translation to occur.
Roller joints allow rotation but re-  
 sist translation in one direction only. They
 are not as commonly used as pinned or
 fixed connections but the principle behind
 roller joints can be seen to apply to joints
that allow thermal expansion and contrac-
tion of a structural element to occur.

 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURAL
SYSTEMS
 All structural systems used in building
construction can be theoretically classi-
 fied, according to their way of transmitting
 loads applied on them, to the following
 groups:
 Section-active or Bulk-active  
structural systems
 They transmit building loads to the ground
 mainly through bending moments.
Vector-active structural systems  
The individual members of these struc-
 tures are subject only to coactive stress
condition compression and tension.
Surface-active structural sys-  
tems
 They are in surface stress condition
(bending moment or compression)
Form-active structural systems  
 These structural systems are exposed to

 single stress condition (compression or
tension)

BASIC STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

 External loads affecting the building’s
 structure create internal stresses within
 structural elements. Structural elements
 can mainly be classified according to their
 geometry, rigidity, and their response way
to the forces applied to them.

COLUMN (mainly form-active)
 The column (or post or pier) is a basic
 type of rigid, linear structural element,
which transmits compressive forces verti-
cally along its shaft. If the force is cen-

 tered, the column will simply compress.
 If, however, the load is off center (or
 eccentric) or applied laterally, the column
 will experience curvature.
 The load carrying capacity of a column
 varies inversely with its length. The thicker
 a column is relative to its height, the more
 it can carry and the better it will withstand
eccentric and lateral loading. The height-

 to-thickness ratio is known as a column’s
 slenderness ratio. Tall and slender column
are especially susceptible to buckling.

BEAM (bulk-active)
 A beam on supports is a symbolic of
 the basic conflict of directions, that has
to be solved by structural design: verti-

 cal dynamics of loads against horizontal
 dynamics of usable space. The beam
 confronts this elementary clash of natural
 law and human will, using bulk masses of
material.

 With the bulk of its section, a beam can
 turn the direction of vertical weight forces
 or loads caused by gravity by 90 degrees
 and transfer them laterally along its axial
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 length to the end supports. Due to non
 concurrent pattern of forces, the beam
 is subjected to bending. This result in a
 combination of compressive and tensile
 stresses, which are greatest along the
 beam’s top and bottom edges. In bending,
a beam also becomes subject to horizon-
tal and vertical shear forces.
 As a general rule, the strength of a beam
 will increase according to the square of
 its increase in depth, while its stiffness
 will increase according to the cube of its
 increase in depth. Similarly, if the beam’s
 length is doubled, the bending stress will
 double and it will be able to carry only half
 of its original load, its deflection under
 loading will also increase according to the
cube of its increase in length.
 Cantilevering a beam beyond its end
 supports can reduce its maximum internal
 bending moment. Continuous spanning
 a beam over three or more supports can
 also reduce the design moment and make
the structure more rigid.

TRUSS (vector-active)
 A truss consists of short, rigid, linear
 members assembled into triangulated
 pattern. This triangulation is what makes
 a truss a rigid structural unit. While a
 truss as a whole is subject to bending, the
 individual members are subject only to
 compression or tension.

FRAME (bulk-active)
When a beam is supported by two col-
 umns, the assembly defines an invisible
 plane and qualifies the space around it.
 The typical column-and-beam assembly
 is not capable of resisting lateral forces
 unless it is braced. If the joints between
 the columns and beam are made rigid or
 fixed, then the assembly is called a frame.
 A rigid frame has a greater measure of
 lateral stability in the direction of its plane
and both frame’s legs (they are not form-

 active columns anymore) and horizontal
 part of frame (the previously named
beam) are subject to bending.

WALL (form-active)
 If we fill in the plane between two columns
and a beam with the same structural ma-
 terial, it acts as a long, thin column or a so
 called wall, which transmit compressive
forces to the ground. This wall, if con-
 structed of reinforced concrete, is capable
 of resisting lateral forces (like bulk-active
 slab). If of masonry, however, the bearing
 wall is capable of carrying only in-plane
 loads. Stresses in bearing wall have to
 flow around door and window openings
within the plane.

SLAB (bulk-active)
 A planer structural element, such as
 concrete slab, can span horizontally and
transfer its loads horizontally to its sup-
 ports by bending. A one-way slab acts
 as a wide, flat beam spanning between
 two supports. A two-way slab, supported
 along four sides, is more versatile since
 it provides more paths, along which
 stresses may travel to the supporting
elements.

FOLDED PLATES (surface-active)
 Long, narrow planer elements can be
 joined along their edges to form folded
plates. These act as a beam but are ca-
pable of spanning fairly long distances.

SPACE FRAMES (vector-active)
 Also capable of long spans is the space
 frame. While it acts as a planer structural
unit, it consists of short, rigid, linear mem-
 bers assembled into a three-dimensional
triangulated pattern.
BASIC STRUCTURAL UNITS

 With the primary structural elements of
 column, beam, slab and load bearing wall,

 it is possible to form a basic structural
 unit capable of defining and enclosing
 a volume of space for habitation. This
 structural unit, weather used alone or in
 a repetitive manner, is the basic building
block for building’s structural system.

VERTICAL SUPPORTS
Bearing wall
Framework of columns and beams
Columns with caps or mushrooms sup-
porting a 2-way RC flat plate

 TWO-WAY HORIZONTAL SPANNING
ELEMENTS

 Rigid flat plate of RC without beams but
resting on bearing walls

 Rigid flat plate of RC resting on two-way
beams and columns

 RC waffle slab with embedded two-way
beams resting on columns

 ONE-WAY HORIZONTAL SPANNING
ELEMENTS
Rigid slab of RC
Pre-cast RC planks
Hierarchical arrangement of decking sup-
ported by joists, beams, girders

BASIC STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
The first three systems are the most com-
mon used for single or multistory struc-

 tures in both low and high rise buildings.
 The fourth group of structural systems is
 mainly applied as spatial or large span
structures or partially in multistory build-
ings.

 LINEAR STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
(SKELETAL SYSTEMS)

 The primary linear structural elements
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 (column-and-beam) form a skeletal type
 of structural system. Linear structural
 elements (columns and beams) form here
 a 3-dimentional skeletal framework with a
 potential of openness.
 In plan, the critical points of this linear
 framework are those at which building
 loads are carried vertically to the ground
 along column lines. This gives rise to the
 use of grid, where its lines represent the
horizontal continuity of beams and the in-
 tersections of lines represent the location
 of columns. Repetitive extension along
 grid lines of skeletal structural system is
allowed in 3 dimensions.

 However, since the walls, necessary for
 the enclosure of interior spaces, need
 not be load-bearing, they can be freely
 manipulated to define a variety of spatial
configurations.
 Beam grid or so called panel beam
 (square grid / diagonal square grid / skew
grid) can be produced through inser-
 tion of transverse beams, perpendicular
(and sometimes diagonal) to the paral-
 lel beams. Loads here are dispersed by
bending mechanism in two axis.

 PLANER STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
(LOAD BEARING)
 The major planar structural elements are
the vertical load-bearing wall and the hori-
 zontal slab. These grid elements can be
 combined to form a structure system that
 is capable of enclosing space as well as
 supporting building loads. Load-bearing
 walls form a planer system which imparts
 a directional quality to the space defined
Closed spaces can be axial (bi-direction-
 al), directional or introverted according to
the arrangement of walls.

Care should be taken that required door-
 and-windows openings do not weaken
 the wall’s integrity, strength, and rigidity.
 Load-bearing walls are most effective

 in resisting forces along their planes,
 but they are most vulnerable to forces
 perpendicular to their planes. Therefore
 the load-bearing walls need perpendicular
 shear wall planes as well as the rigidity,
stiffness, and mass of the walls them-
selves.

COMPOSITE STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Combining both linear and planer struc-
tural elements, allow a building during de-
sign phase to be more flexible in respond-
 ing to the programmatic requirements of
its spaces and the context of its site.
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Example of a building analysis

THE MOSQUE OF AL-NASIR MUHAMMAD 

at the Citadel in Cairo, Egypt  
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Functio
n 

Floors 
 

Bearing/skeleton/ 
steel 
 

Bond 
“wall” type 

Forces 
movement 

Foundat
ion 
type 

Roof type 

Mosque 
 
 

One, however, 
its masonry 
shows that it 
was only built 
higher, and its 
roof rebuilt. 
Traces of the 
walled-up 
earlier 
crenellation on 
the exterior 
indicate where 
the original 
level was. 

This mosque 
exhibits a 
mixture between 
skeleton and 
bearing building 
systems: 
marble columns 
of the mosque 
,the dome is 
carried by granite 
columns, and 
most of the rest 
of the walls are 
bearing type. 

The walls 
was build 
mainly 
from large 
stones 
connected 
to each 
other with 
no specific 
bond. 

Concentrated 
and 
distributed 
manner. 

Shallow Non 
pitched, 
except for 
the 
torrents 
and 
minarets 
which have 
a “pinned 
roof”. 

Ventilation and shadows, along with light entrance into the mosque, are provided by the large number 

of openings or windows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within the mosque, the walls supported by the arcades have a row of arched windows that give the 

building a special character. These windows must have been added when the roof was raised. The 

openings help reduce the thrust carried by the arches, admit light and are ornamental as well. The  

mosque's arcades are composed of masonry of the same stone, but painted. The ceiling over the 

arcades is flat and coffered with traces of its light blue and silver decorations still visible. 
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 Construction Site Visit
(Katameya clinic hospital site)

 Construction System
 Foundation: friction piles are  
 used.

 
 1.
  Test any movements of the

       neighbors.
 

 2.
 Leveling the land at one level of the
 foundation.

 
 3.
 Add concrete on the foundation level.

 
 4.
 Make the wooden boxes.

 
 5.
 Put the concrete and reinforce it in places
 where needed.

 
 6.
 Footings are isolated and linked with
 underground beams.

 
 7.
Retaining walls placed above the continu-
 ous footings.

Due to the presence of a huge under-
 ground water tank in the master plan the
 underground area should be reinforced
 concrete.
 The friction piles extend for about 14
 meters underground and out of the
 ground level by about 4 meters, and after
 finishing we fill in between with sand and
 aggregates.
 A beam should be placed to hold the piles
 together.
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Building Physics

I.3. Transport of heat through construction elements    

I.3.5. unsteady conditions (temperatures ≠ constant, flux ≠ constant) 
  Impact of solar radiation   
       The impact of solar radiation causes 

       a higher surface temperature and 
            therefore an additional heat flux q’’i,  
       that adds to the flux  q’e, induced by 

      the temperature difference (θe – θi). 
 
       The flux to the interior is then 
       qi = q‘e + q‘‘i  
       with 
       q‘e = (θe – θi)/(Re + R + Ri) and 
       q‘‘i = Ir α Re/(Re + R + Ri)  
 
The flux qi  consists of one part caused by (θe – θi) and one part caused by the absorbed irradiation. 
 
           qi = [(θe – θi) + Ir α Re] / (Re + R + Ri)  = [(θe – θi) + Ir α Re] U   with 1/(Re + R + Ri) = U. 
 
The U-value effects both parts in the same way. The smaller the U-value, the less the heat flux to the 
 interior caused by (θe – θi) and by Irα. 
(The dash above the values in the sketch stands for the steady part of the values, i.e. qc = 0) 
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Buildimg Physics
 Report spring semester 2011:

Prof. Dr.- Ing. Hanno Ertel

The teaching in Building Physics con-
 centrated on the thermal behavior and
 thermal proporties of materials and
 how heat travels through materials and
 building elements like exterior walls or
 windows respectivly. The effect of thermal
 insulation on  heat transmission had been
 investigated and implementations into
 construction details were discussed. In
the course of the lecture a set of 71 hand-

 outs had been elaborated to summarise
 the content of the lectures.

 A core theme was the effect of solar
 radiation on the heat transferred into the
building. 

 In the sketch in the handout no. 57 the
 solar impact Ir is introduced. The solar
 impact  adds solar power to the thermal
power, that is driven through an exte-

 rior building element by the difference
 between inner and outer temperature.
 With the given formula assessments can
 be done. 

 In midsommer the solar impact on a roof
 is about 140 percent of that on an east
 or west elevation and about 380 percent
 of that on a south elevation. Considering
typical roof- and exterior wall -construc-
 tions the input of heat power through a

roof is than about     90 W/m2 and 60W/
 m2 or 45W/m2 for an east/west or a south
 orientated outer wall respectivly. The solar
 impact causes on a roof about 45 percent
 of the heat input and 37 respectivly 18
percent on a east/west or a south wall.

 According to the formula in the handout
no. 57 either the heat input by tempera-
 ture and the heat input by solar radiation
can be controlled by the total heat con-

 ductance          (U-value) of the roof and
 the outer walls. With an insulation layer of
 8 cm polystyrene or mineral wool the total
 heat input could be reduced by about 90
 percent for the roof and about 87 percent
for the exterior walls already.

Building Physics
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History of Architecture
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History of Architecture

Ass. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi

 Description:
 Related to the lectures on History of Art
 and Architecture, several excursions were
 organized to visit and experiment the
 buildings analysed at a theoretical level
at school. During the visits, group-discus-
sions and explanations provided the criti-
 cal background information to understand
 both from an historical and stylistic point
 of view the building. Moreover, students
 were asked to complete small exercises
 on site, such as technical sketches, but
 also diagrams about movements on the
space. Particularly, students were encour-
 aged at visualising and picturing the way
 architecture, considered as the feelings
it wakes up, influences both the physi-

 cal behaviour and the opinion of people /
visitors.

Didactic Aims:
Students are expected to develop aware-
ness for their surroundings. The discus-

 sions and exercises which take place
 during the excursions aim at improving
their critical skills to analyse both build-

 ings but also the design of space and the
effect they have on people.

Methodology
The lectures at the campus provided stu-
dents the theoretical background (histori-

 cal and stylistic) to understand forms and
 style of the buildings and town planning.
 During the site excursions, a combination
 of discussions, based on an active and
passive learning (questions and explana-

 tions) and exercises, based on an active
 research, provided them the right skills to
 learn how to interpret architecture.

History of Architecture
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Sakkara

 The daily excursion included the visit
 to the recently opened museum and of
 the complex of Djoser. Students were
asked to sketch an architectural ele-
 ment measuring it with their body (feet or
 steps). Aim was to learn how to draw from
 reality, translating the real proportion on
 the paper.
 For the second task they were provided
with a list of key-words (abstract and con-
 crete, such as: repetition, pattern but also
 surprise, relax, introvert…) and they were
 demanded to look at the buildings finding
out an object, a decoration, a piece of ar-
 chitecture or even a shadow, which could
 represent this concept. The fact of looking
for an abstract concept into built architec-
 ture was aimed at sharping the perception
 of forms and materials, training students
 to look deeply and with particular subtlety
the archaeological surroundings.
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Museum of Egypian Antiquities

 The trip to the Museum of Egyptian
 Antiquities focused on the building itself,
 on the way exhibits are exposed (also if
 compared with the museum in Saqqara)
 and on several Pharaonic exhibits.
 For the first exercise students had to
 follow their movements in the building,
 observing and sketching how they used
 the space and which elements influenced
 their way (lights, the building, objects
 exposed…). Aim was to focus on the
 building not only as a container, but as
 an active element in the definition of the
 paths of movements of the visitors, as
 the result of a subtle balance of space,
atmosphere, light, exposition.
The second exercise consisted in choos-
 ing one of the small architectural models
exposed, imagining it to be a real build-
 ing. The idea was to observe carefully the
 single elements used to represent real
 architecture, drawing a ground plan and a
 section of the “real building” meant by the
 model.
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Joint Design Workshop 28th-30th May

 (Stuttgart University architecture students and GUC)

 Project: Faculty of Architecture and Urban Design New Building, Industrial Park, GUC

 The faculty of Architecture and Urban Design will be moving in September 2011 from C5 to the building in the
 industrial park, overlooking the different workshops there. GUC staff members have prepared a space program,
including the desired components, to be offered as a sketch design to architecture students at Stuttgart Univer-
 sity. Ten (10) students and three (3) supervisors have participated in the design workshop at the GUC, which took
place between the 28th and the 30th of May.
Following is the space program, to be instituted in the 4-storey building, and a possible extension:
450 to 540 workplaces for students (4 years B.Sc. and 2 years M.Sc.)- 6 years (75 to 90 students per year).

Workplaces for the academic staff, divided into four departments:

9 for professors
11 for assistant professors
13 for lecturers
20 for teaching assistants

Cafeteria in the ground floor for 50 people, including service and storage areas.

Photography workshop.

Model-making workshop.

Building technology laboratory, where experiments and measurements will take place.
 The workshop has been organized according to the following schedule:

Saturday 28.05.2011 10:00  Project introduction/ design brief/
Aufgabenstellung

Dr. Jens Heissler

 Dipl. Ing. Volker
 Gebhard

11:00 Building visit
13:00 Lunch break
14:00  Start working on the project at the

department
Sunday 29.05.2011 8:30 Full working day at the department

13:00 Lunch break
Monday 30.05.2011 8:30 Further project development

13:00 Lunch break
14:00 Presentation Stuttgart Students

Free evening
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 After the workshop, the students went back to Stuttgart to finish the project in about six weeks and they will send us
 the final results for further development.

GUC benefits:
Strengthening the collaboration between both architecture programs at the GUC and at Stuttgart University.
Our students have been exposed to the process of a design project.
Eventually, the GUC will have different design concepts for the Architecture and Urban Design Building to choose from.
Furniture development for our faculty could be useful for the commercial production of the industrial park.
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Results:

Barbara Kieferle

Fatmaguel Tiryaki
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Hanna Fluck Alma Ibralic

Florian Kaiseri
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The Stuttgart workshop group;
Impressions of the workshop
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From left to right:
 B.Sc. Arch. Mennatallah Tawfik, Dipl. Ing. Volker Gebhard, B.Sc. Arch. Salma El Mously, Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty,
 Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald, Ass. Prof. Dipl. Ing. Jens Heissler, Ass. Prof. Dr. Rowaida Rashed, Ass. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi,
    B.Sc. Arch. Salma El Sherbiny, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hanno Ertel, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Erwin Herzberger, B.Sc. Arch. Abla El Bahrawy
 
Missing on the foto:
 Ass. Prof. Dr. Ahmed Atef, B.Sc. Arch. Youhansen Salah el Din, B.Sc. Arch. Sara Fouad, Eng. Ahmed Esbitan, Sara Mostafa,
Marianne Boehm, Thomas Grossmann
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Nada Adel Mohamed Ibrahim Asker
Omar Tarik Kamal Bishr
Yomna Alaa El-Din Abdel Wahab Mohamed El Gindy
Hebatallah Haitham Ahmed Diab
Ahmed Abdelrahman Ghazy
Heba Ezzat Abdel Hameed Dewedar
Gina Maher Mahmoud Helmy  Ahmed
Omar Khaled Mohamed Khaled  Kassab
Christine Rafik Gamil Naguib
Rehab Ayman Lotfy Abd El Fatah
Ahmed Alaa El Din Mohamed Rashid Hegazy
Sara Khaled Ibrahim Mossad Kessba
Sandra Adel Lamie Eskander
Mona Ihab Hussein Zohdy
Sandi Bassem Shafik Boulos

Ibrahim Hany Mohamed Anwar
Mennatallah Osama Abdel-samea Fahim
Ahmed Ossama Anwar Mohamed Al Assily
Salma Aly Hassan  Omar
Adham Hisham Gala El Din  Saleh
Ziad Bahaa Al-Din Barakat Mohamed Ghazy
Mohammed Arshed Mohamed Abdel Rehim Badreldin
Karen Emad William Ghaly Attalla
Nesma Helmy El Sayed Soliman El Gezery
Youssif Sameh Yousry Abdel Fattah
Mireille Bassem Lamei Hanna Ashamalla
Maryam Abdullah Mohamed Fouda
Dina Ossama Ibrahim Abdel Azim Mansour
Marwa Adel Mohamed Mohamed Abdel Aal El Abd
Nouran Adel Mohamed Khalil El-Sherif

Ahmed Mohamed Mohamed Mohamed El Saiey
Ramy Asaad Anwar Khela
Karim Ahmed Abdel Aziz Mohamed El Mandoury
Omar Mohamed Abdelmageed Sayed Diab
Dina Mohamed Walid Sobhy Hamamo
Hadeer Fouad Mohamed Amin
Yomna Hassan Ibrahim Mohamed Ellebedy
Sanaa Ahmed Mohamed Ismail Ibrahim
Marwah Atef Labib Garib
Hesham Sherif Anwar Balbaa
Sandra Hany Kamel Ibrahim Wasef
Noreen Amr Aly Sina Tawfik
Rana Ahmed Mohamed Ahmed Gahin

Ahmed Ibrahim Taha Mohamed Al Mihy
Ahmed Mohamed Hassan Ades

Yosra Mohamed Mohamed Mandour
Hossamelden Khaled Hamdy Muhammed  El-Malah
Noghan Hossam El Din Abdel Aal Hassan
Maha Mourad Mohamed Ahmed Mowafy
Mark Maged Badei Iskander
Omar Mustafa Ramadan Abdel Rahman
Mostafa Ahmed Mohamed Gamal Eldin Abu Ghaly
Marco Michel Aziz Mikhael
Karim Abdul Hameed El Sayed Abdul Hameed
Hosam Mohamed Mokhtar Yossef
Aly Mohamed Khaled Omar Mohamed Demerdash
Amir Samir Azmy Farag Micheail
Ahmed Ashraf Mohamed abdel hameed El-Shihy
Ahmed Nagy Mohamed Ramadan
Aya Mohamed Khalil Ahmed Abdel Wahed

Islam Tarek Moawad Amin
Moneir Moheb Moneir Aziz
Tameem Mohsen Mohamed Eid
Mohamed Diaa Mohamed Elnahas
Pakinam Khaled Mohamed Aly Mohamed Eid

 Omar Khaled Ahmed Sabry Ghandour   
Lamis Mohamed Abdullah
Nourhan Said Abdel Azim Mostafa

 Maha Mostafa Abdel Atty Ahmed Mahgoob       
Ahmed Mohamed Abdel Hamid El Amiry
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